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Abstract 
 

Information security is one of the major concerns in major Vehicular Ad-hoc 

Networks (VANETs). The process of exchanging wireless message between 

vehicles and road side unit (RSU)  for security applications experiences 

variance in processing delay due to varying factors such as speed, traffic 

density. This leads to side channel attack a very severe in VANETs as 

wireless networks resources experience variance in processing delay by 

RSU. To reduce the conflict between vehicles speed, authentication process 

and traffic intensity in this work proposes Monte Carlo Markov Chain for 

Vehicular Ad-hoc networks (MCMC VANETS). The proposed work 

incorporates a sampler which associates the likelihood function and prior 

values to estimate the posterior values as the vehicles moves across the 

network. Control packet communication between the vehicles and RSU 

provides higher network reliability within the lane and reroute vehicle in 

congested situation. Simulation verification of the proposed work is validated 

with Network simulator 2.  
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1 Introduction 
 

Dedicated short range communication used in vehicular networks with 

IEEE 1609 standard uses 5.9 GHz with maximum communication range of 

1000 m. The safety application uses a frequency between 1 to 50 Hz within a 

communication range of 100m to 1000m [1]. Relationship between vehicle 

density and transmission range has been discussed theoretical using two 

models. In the scenario of transmission range less than hundred meters “bond 

percolation theory” has been used which ensures connectivity between 

vehicles. “Bollobas” model calculates a threshold value considering vehicle 

density and transmission range which acts as an indicator between good and 

bad connectivity [7]. The discussion of dataset for intrusion detection in [5] 

and [6] used the following features. First feature checks packet header and 

does not check payload, second feature uses TCP packet to check the number 

of failed attempts considering the payload. Third feature uses the timing 

feature with two seconds temporal window. Final feature calculates the 

number of connections with host without considering the time frame.   

Timing attack in [9] states that if the time taken to decrypt an 

implementation measurement is higher might lead to exposing the decryption 

measures. This scenario of timing attack happens when vehicles OBU 

connected to RSU with different computation capability, traffic and handoff 

of signals.  Stability of a vehicle (OBU) and its associated distance and time 

are pivotal measures.  

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 denotes earlier works and 

different approaches in VANET security and timing related attacks. Section 3 

deals with algorithm developed namely Monte Carlo Markov Chain for 

Vehicular Ad-hoc networks. Section 4 simulation works with network 

simulator 2. Section 5 concludes the overall work.   

 

2 Earlier Works 
 
Game theory approach for providing security in topology of intelligent 

intersection controlled by an intersection manager has been discussed. The 

game theory approach calculates the function of attacking cost and classifies 

the inside and outside attackers [2]. However each preceding lane of vehicles 

and its association to intersection manager increases the traffic delay. In [3] 

trust and its association of risk have been estimated in the context of latest 

time period. The multi-hop communication model with RITA provides inter 

vehicle communication works in the absence or presence of Road side unit 

[3]. VANET based security algorithm with a mass metric has been discussed 

with relaying messages. It confirms whether to confine or continue the  
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process of communication after a reported event. The confident value of the 

sender is shared between its neighbours [4]. The limitation of this is 

considering nature of message to compute trust is unsafe and if no response 

message is received it assumes the communication is safe [18-20]. 

Reliability of VANET discussed using hardware and channel availability 

using “Dual homing topology. It states each onboard unit is being covered 

with two road side units from which an associated reliability has been 

calculated in a time period [8]. However, the topology does not discuss about 

the traffic conditions pertaining to safety between vehicles. Bayesian neural 

network has been used to exploit the uncertainty that occur accounting the 

overall network weights.  The approach overcomes the fixed weight based 

approach considering the dynamic behaviour of adversaries [10]. 

 

2.1 VANET Security 
 

The taxonomy of attacks that occurs in learning algorithms has been 

discussed based on “Causative” and “Exploratory”. The causative approach 

states the attacker influence on training data by manipulation. Exploratory 

approach states the chances of misclassification by exploiting the classifier. 

Further the intent of attacker has been discussed into “targeted” (particular 

instance) and “indiscriminate” attacker a range of instant has been chosen 

[12]. Support vector machine with its impact on poisoning attack increases 

the testing error in linear kernels and non linear kernels has been validated in 

real and artificial data sets [13].  The trustworthiness is calculated based on 

“event” and “beacon” driven message using “Tanimoto” coefficient also 

considers the transmission delay and transmission distance [15]. However, 

the dynamic nature of VANET characteristics with varying topology of 

vehicle velocity fails to match with location oriented beacon messages. T-

VNets has been discussed which relies on two types of trusts: the first is 

inter-vehicles trust and the RSU to vehicles trust. The significance of TVNets 

is it detour of vehicle and message relaying happens on trusted paths using 

full reliability [16]. 

Significantly two types of attacks observed in VANETS “Sybil attack” 

and “Impersonation attack”. Sybil attack the attacker uses different identities 

at the same time. In the case of impersonation attack the attacker exploits 

genuine vehicle access to perform malicious activities [11]. The shortcoming 

of message verification delay has been discussed with RSU collaboration 

with terminal nodes. The topological instability due to speed of vehicles is 

been handled by using terminal nodes computing power and tamper resistant 

transmission validation [14].  

 

 



                                                                                                                  
 

 
 

 

 

 
2.2 Problem Description 
 

Timing attack is one of the prime issues in VANET as each on-board 

vehicle unit has been attached to different RSUs. Hence when a vehicle  

navigates from one RSU to another a handoff procedure and a timing 

mismatch occurs due to vehicle density, speed and implemented algorithm. 

Therefore the signing and verification process is affected leading to increased 

traffic and leading to attacks. Hence the process of authentication within the 

time interval across the network is the main tribulation of research focused in 

this work.      

 

3 Algorithm Development 
 

Table 1 Shows the Notations and Descriptions Used in this Work. 

 
Table 1 Notations and Descriptions 

 

Notation Description 

Vi ith Vehicle 

RSUj jth RSU 

Tvi Time stamp of vehicle 

 

Posterior 

 

Likelihood 

 

Priors 

 

Number of Acknowledgements received 

within the time period  

 

Number of Negative Acknowledgements 

received within the time period 

 

Total number of nodes in the lane of network 

 

3.1 Monte Carlo Markov Chain for Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks 
(MCMC VANETS) 
 

Monte Carlo Markov Chain computation of timing data has been used to 

authenticate vehicles for providing security. 

The MCMC has been used to model transactions from prior belief to 

posterior belief as a function of vehicular data. The posterior belief is written 

in equation 1 as a function of likelihood and prior values. 
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     (1) 

The figure 1 has been used to depict the scenario of vehicle data and 

model used. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 MCMC based Trust and Traffic Assessment. 

 

The input data in this work denotes the vehicles its speed and topology 

such as source, destination and intersection points.  The model denotes the 

trust evaluation and traffic across the varying junctions for navigation at 

appropriate time intervals. The sampler exploits intelligent value (iθ) and 

calculates posterior probability to make small jump. The likelihood function 

is denoted by “L” and π denotes the prior values given to a sampler. 

Likelihood function is given by equation 2 can be rewritten in term of log 

function as below. 

                                (2) 

In the likelihood equation  denotes residual of data model and  

denotes uncertainty measurements. 

 

3.1.1 Metropolis Algorithm for Vehicle Trust and Navigation 
 

In this work assumption is made as there is no attacker during the first 

time period of simulation which helps in calculating the prior values (π). 

The likelihood function in equation 2 has been calculated for traffic density 

and trust calculations. The combination of likelihood function and prior 

values has been used in estimating the posterior probability. 
 



                                                                                                                  
 

 

 

 

The vehicle navigates initially from source with initial guess (θ) based on 

the prior values (π).  

                                         (3) 

The Ptrail denotes the present values of posterior probability which is 

compared with prior values Pi given in equation (3). If the value of Ptrail is 

higher than Pi accept the route. 

   (4) 

If the value of Ptrail is not higher than Pi accept the jump as in equation 5. 

                                         (5) 

Accept the route with the posterior probability as in equation 6. 

                     (6) 

The vehicle immediately disseminates to vehicle that the trust worthiness 

and traffic intensity of the route for next time epoch is not suitable. Thus a 

trust worthy metrics is designed for further navigation from source to 

destination with each route to overcome timing attack as a function of 

Markov chain. 

 

3.1.2 Timing Attack And Security Measures 
 

The duration of packet transfer and the number of attempts the vehicles 

makes with RSU has been considered for timing attack. That is each vehicle 

has been modelled such that it has the ability to communicate with 2 RSU 

placed on either side of the lane for verification. The RSU has a constant 

time and permissible transmission delay to counter the varying density. A 

negative acknowledgement has been used for validation as in equation 7 

analogous to the discussion in wireless sensor network for measuring 

network reliability [17].  

                                 (7) 

 
                             

Figure 2 Scenario for one way communication of vehicles associated to RSUs. 

 

The figure 2 shows the scenario of one way vehicle movement assisted 

by RSU with appropriate time stamp initiated from vehicle On Board Unit.  
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4 Results and Discussion 
 

Table 2 Simulation Parameters  

 

Simulation 

Parameters 

Values 

Number of 

Vehicles 

50 

Number of RSU 10 

Mobility Model Manhattan grid 

Minimum speed 4 m/s 

Maximum speed 8 m/s 

Simulation 

duration 

300 s 

Wireless 

Networking used 

IEEE 802.11 

 

Assessment of the proposed protocol has been done using Network 

Simulator 2. The scenario modelled where RSU is static and placed at 

position 40 m distance spacing. The channel contention between vehicles is 

set as 20 milliseconds with a guard interval of 6 milliseconds. Imperceptible 

situation has been noticed in scenario in single RSU with security measures. 

Scenario of Network file used in this work is a mixture of nodes and its edges 

which represents wireless links. The initial position of nodes and the time 

stamp and the speed of vehicle and its intersection traffic are being 

initialized. Table 2 shows the simulation parameters used in this work. 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3 Computational delay in authentication versus number of vehicles. 
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Computational delay is calculated shown in figure 3 as the time stamp of 

sender sign initiated from a vehicle and the time stamp of RSU verification 

with Acknowledgement. 

 

 
Figure 4 Routing overhead versus number of vehicles 

 

Normalized Routing Load (NRL) is calculated as the total number of 

control packets transferred divide by data packet sent at the end of 

simulation. This is measured with increasing network density and varying 

vehicle speed as shown in figure 4.   

 

 
 

Figure 5 Packet delivery Ratio versus number of vehicles 
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The packet delivery ratio increases as the vehicle density increases using 

2 RSU scenarios and it is shown in figure 5. However, when vehicle speed is 

higher no reduction in transfer efficiency is noticed which indicates the 

efficiency of sampler with higher processing capability.   

 

5 Conclusions 
 

Executing time of RSU and vehicle communication provides better 

security observed with MCMC VANETs with redundant RSU rather than 

single RSU. The process of intelligent sampler to match with the vehicles 

speed illustrates the trust and traffic measures to circumvent attackers.  The 

calibration of timing attack at fixed interval of time has been mitigated with 

the MCMC sampler at the RSU which adjust the lane network reliability. The 

uncertainty of security issues in data transfer at intersection junction of 

different lanes has not been considered in this work. Future work will deal 

with real time mobility models with waiting time at intersection and attackers 

effect on this uncertainty. 
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